
Air Cooling with One Light
Air Cooling a Grow Light can drop the temperature in a Grow Space signifcantly, dropping temperatures up to 7
degrees.  Below are two ways to cool one light, still bring fresh air into the space, and clean with a carbon filter.

HOW TO AIR COOL ONE LIGHT RIGHT

One Fan Air Cool Design
This diagram illustrates how one fan can
effectively air cool a single light as well as
bring fresh air through the grow space (in
from a passive intake) and pass it through a
carbon filter.  The carbon filter will pull any
odor out of the air before passing it through
the light and out the grow space.  When the
fan turns on,  it will exhaust air from the
space,  through the carbon filter and then
through the hood, out into space.  This  cre-
ates a negative pressure (a vaccum) within
the space itself which will pull fresh air in
through the passive intake located below.
While this design is good for those growers on
a budget who want to only use one fan, it will
not cool as effectively as the design below. 

Two Fan Design
The air flow in this dia-
gram is similar to the one
above.  Air enters the room
through a passive intake
below.  The main differ-
ence is instead of one fan
to cool the lights and
exchange the air within
the space, we now have
two fans.  One is dedicat-
ed to air cooling the lights
with its own passive intake
on the opposite end.  The
second fan is dedicated
solely to exhausting the air
within the space iteself.



Air Cooling with a Series of Lights
Air Cooling Grow Lights can drop the temperature in a Grow Space signifcantly, dropping temperatures up to 7
degrees. Below are two ways to cool multiple lights, still bring fresh air into the space, and clean with a carbon filter.

AIR COOLING MULTIPLE LIGHTS

The illustration above indicates the ideal setup for air cooling multiple lights in a row.  This design utlizes two fans;
one on either end.  This provides for maximum pushing / pulling power. (We like two 8” fans for cooling up to  four
lights.)  The HEPA Filter, although an addtional cost, prevents dust from collecting within the reflector housing and
on the glass.  When using one of these handy little items,  you will not have to clean the glass nearly as much!  If
you are going to be using multiple lanes of lights (the above illustration being one such lane) than you can hook them
up with two fans per lane or use the Parallel Cooling design illustrated below.

Parallel Air Cool Design - Cooling for Two Lanes of Lights
The illustration above indicates how two fans can be used (with the help of two Y Connectors - one on either end) to
effectively air cool a given set of lights.  This design only shows four lights (two per lane) but there is not reason that
it cannot cool 2-3 times this amount as long as the fan or fans are strong enough.  It is also possible to use this par-
allel design with only one fan (at either end) to cool;  it would just have to be a Strong Fan.


